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The�Founding�of�the�De�artment

The study of musicological disciplines at the university level in Serbia began 
after World War II, with the establishment of the Divisions of Music History 
(1948) and Music Folklore (1949) at what was then the Academy of Music in 
Belgrade, now known as the Faculty of Music at the University of Arts in Bel-
grade.2 Departments (������� / katedra) as institutions were established much 
later, in the 1960s� since then, the Department�s official designation and staff 
have undergone a number of changes.3 When it comes to the organi�ation of the 
Department of Musicology (������� �� ������������ / Katedra �a mu�ikolog-
iju), one may single out four changes as the most significant ones. The first of 
them refers to the separation of the odsek (�����, department), comprising the 
students, and the katedra (�������, chair), comprising the teaching staff. The 
second change, from 1994, concerns the Department�s official name, replacing 
the main subjects of study (Section and later Department of Music History and 
Music Folklore) with the names of the core scholarly disciplines involved (mu-
sicology and ethnomusicology).4 This stage was inaugurated by separating mu-
sicology from ethnomusicology, which also marked the beginning of the 
implementation of the Bologna Process at the Faculty (2008). The fourth change 
occurred with the 2016 amendments to the Faculty�s statutes, whereby the De-
partments were redefined so as to include only the professors of the core disci-
plines.5 This saw the exclusion of all the professors of other humanist disciplines, 

2  The Academy of Music in Belgrade was founded on 31 March 1937 as Serbia�s first state 
school, offering higher education in music. In 1957, it joined the association of art acade-
mies, which were made faculties in 1973, when the Academy acquired its current official 
name: the Faculty of Music at the University of Arts in Belgrade. 
3  Officially, only the teaching staff who work at the Department full-time are included as its 
members, which means that the Department comprises only a fraction of the teaching staff 
who work there. Also, the list of subjects taught at the Department has undergone numerous 
changes, which is further discussed below. Individual professors could teach at multiple de-
partments. For instance, Vlastimir Peričić (��������� �������), who chaired the Depart-
ment of Music History and Music Folklore for many years, was originally hired and received 
his academic rank at the Department of Music Theory, because that Department was consid-
ered his home department and official place of employment.
4  This should not be viewed as a purely formal decision, since it resulted from some essen-
tial interventions in the curriculum, simultaneously involving a major change in the study 
programme. This involved the replacement of the field of Yugoslav music history with a 
number of subjects under the heading of National Music History, as well as important inno-
vations in the Department�s approach to the teaching of music history, which nonetheless 
remained the main subject in the musicology programme.
5  The Faculty�s statutes (Article 49) contain the following stipulations: “The Faculty may 
establish departments ��������/katedre� focusing on one or more related specific artistic, 
scholarly, or art-theoretical fields. The Faculty may form a department if it incorporates 
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who had been part of the Department not only in the organi�ational, but also in 

essential terms, by collaborating with other members of the teaching staff.6 This 

survey of the Musicology Department�s work will include these changes but 

will not, except concerning their shared beginnings, offer information about the 

activities of the Department (�����/Odsek) of Ethnomusicology.  

The Department�s initial professors were Stana �urić Klajn7 (����� ����� 

�����, 1950�1971), a doyenne of Serbian music historiography and author of 

the first history of Serbian music�8 Petar Konjović (����� �������, 1939�

1951)9 and Nikola Hercigonja10 (������ ���������, 1949�1974), both major 

study programmes or modules that offer competences in the specific areas under the purview 
of that department. A department comprises all teaching staff and fellows appointed in the 
specific artistic, scholarly, art-theoretical, and expert fields that form its main area”. The 
Faculty statutes are available at http://www.fmu.bg.ac.rs/va�na_dokumenta.php (in Serbian).
6  These disciplines included applied aesthetics, art history, foreign languages, sociology of 
culture, and, for a time, psychology and pedagogy. The teaching staff in these disciplines 
formed a separate organi�ational unit � Division (�������/Odeljenje, Article 62): “The 
Faculty includes the Division of Subjects in General Education and Expertise. The Division 
comprises all teaching staff and fellows appointed in specific artistic, scholarly, art-theoreti-
cal, and expert fields that require the completion of study programmes that are outside the 
Faculty�s main area of study and expertise”. 
7  Stana �urić Klajn (����� ����� �����, 1905�1986, née �urić� her first married name 
was Ribnikar).
8  The work of Stana �urić Klajn was extensively researched by Roksanda Pejović 
(�������� �������) and formed the subject of a collection of essays published by the Ser-
bian Musicological Society. Cf. �������� ������� �Roksanda Pejović�, ��������� ����� 
�����-����� (��������������, ����������� � ����������� ��������� (The Musicolo-
gist Stana �urić Klajn: Her Work in Music Historiography, Prose, and Criticism), Belgrade, 
Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Institute of Musicology, Composers’ Association of 
Serbia, 1994� �������� ������� �Roksanda Pejović�, ��������� �������� ����� 
�����-����� (������� ������������� ������) (Commentaries on Texts by Stana �uri� 
Klajn, on the Occasion of Her Centenary), Belgrade, FoM, Department of Musicology, 
2008� ������� �����������-������ and ������ ����� (Mirjana Veselinović and Mel-
ita Milin, eds.), ����� �����-����� � ������ ������������ (Stana �urić Klajn and Ser-
bian Musicology), Belgrade, SMS, 2010.
9  Petar Konjović (����� �������, 1883�1970). Konjović worked at the Academy of 
Music as a full professor of vocal diction, instrumentation, conducting, and the history of the 
theatre. Since he was instrumental in the 1948 establishment of the Institute of Musicology 
at the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts (������ ��������� ����� � ��������� / 
Srpska akademija nauka i umetnosti), serving as its first director, it was only natural that he 
should take part in the activities of the newly founded Division of Music History. Unfortu-
nately, nothing else is known about this segment of his work.
10  Nikola Hercigonja (������ ���������, 1911�2000). The musicological work of Nikola 
Hercigonja was treated in a special collection of essays. Cf. ������� �����������-������ 
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Yugoslav composers and writers on music� Milo Asić11 (���� ����, 1950�
1951), as an adjunct professor of Yugoslav music history� Miodrag Vasiljević 
(������� ���������, 1938�1963), an ethnomusicologist� and Dr. Marija 
Koren12 (������ �����, 1969�1972), a musicologist. The Department�s first 
professors, until Marija Koren, did not hold doctoral degrees, even though at 
Serbian universities, in the humanities, this was required as a prerequisite for 
admission in all academic ranks,13 reflecting not only a lack of personnel, but 
also a conception of studying music history influenced by the Soviet Union,14 
where the study of musicology was allocated to higher schools of music rather 
than faculties of philosophy.

The establishment of the Department of Music History and Music Folklore 
was extremely important for the development of these scholarly disciplines in 
Serbia, because it enabled the beginning of the continuous training of scholars 
in these areas. The beginnings were quite modest. The first few generations 
produced only a handful of graduates: by 1961�62 only 11 and by the end of the 
1960s, just five more. Only a fraction of them pursued scholarly careers. These 
were Dr. Miloš Velimirović (����� �����������, 1922�2008), a leading fig-
ure in By�antine studies worldwide, who spent his career in the United States� 
Dr. Dragoslav Ortakov (��������� �������, b. 1928), a renowned Macedonian 
musicologist� Dr. Roksanda Pejović (�������� �������, 1929�2018) and Dr. 
Dimitrije Stefanović (��������� ����������, b. 1929), two doyens of Ser-
bian musicology� and Dr. Marija Koren, who, upon completing her education in 
Belgrade and Leningrad (now St. Petersburg, Russia), began her teaching career 
at the Academy of Music in Belgrade and then transferred to the Faculty of Phi-

losophy in Ljubljana.

and ������ ����� (Mirjana Veselinović Hofman and Melita Milin, eds.), ������ 
��������� (1911�2000�  � �����, ����, ����� (������� 100 ������ �� ������� (Nikola 
Hercigonja (1911�2000): The Man, His Work and Time), Belgrade, SMS, 2011.   
11  Milo Asić (���� ����, 1916�1980).
12  Marija Koren (������ �����, 1937, married Bergamo). The Slovenian Musicological 
Annual marked several jubilees of Marija Bergamo and the New Sound has published an 
interview with her. Cf. Zoran Krstulović, “Bibliografija Marije Bergamo” (Bibliography of 
Marija Bergamo), Mu�ikolo�ki �bornik / Musicological Annual, �LIII/2, 2007, 399�456� 
Leon Stefanija, REČ MUZIKOLOGA: “A Conversation with Marija Bergamo”, New Sound, 
35, 2010, 5�16.
13  Serbia�s first doctor of philosophy in the field of musicology was Miloje Milojević 
(Prague, 1925), who acquired his degree precisely in order to qualify as a professor at the 
Faculty of Philosophy of the University of Belgrade.
14  Following the end of World War II, in 1945, the Academy of Music adopted the Soviet 
model of music education, envisaging seven years of study. But in 1948 it reverted to the 
earlier conception.
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The 1970s and the 1980s

The Department�s development accelerated in the early 1970s, when numerous 
changes occurred. At that time, the following appointments were made: Vlasti-
mir Peričić15 (��������� �������, 1971�1993) for Yugoslav music history and 
Dr. Mirjana Veselinović Hofman16 (������� ����������� ������, 1973�
2016) for general music history, Dr. Roksanda Pejović (1975�1995), Dr. Nade�da 
Mosusov17 (������� �������, 1977�1994), Dr. Sonja Marinković18 (���� 
����������, 1981)� Dr. Zoran Gavrilović (����� ����������, 1970�1971) for 
aesthetics, later renamed to “history of philosophy with aesthetics” and taught by 
Dr. Milan Damnjanović19 (����� ����������, 1978�1989)� Dr. Dragoslav 
Dević20 (��������� �����, 1962�1990) and Dr. Dimitrije Golemović21 

15  Vlastimir Peričić (��������� �������, 1927�2000). For more on Vlastimir Peričić�s 
work in musicology, see ����� ������ �Dejan Despić�, “�������� �� ����������� 
���������” (A Conversation with Vlastimir Peričić), ���� ���� �Novi �vuk�, 2, 1993, 5� -
10� ������ ��������� �Marija Masnikosa�, “����������� ���� ���������� ��������” 
(The Musicological Oeuvre of Vlastimir Peričić), ���� ����, 10, 1997, 33�46.
16  Mirjana Veselinović Hofman (������� �����������-������, b. 1948). Her work is 
discussed in the following interview: Tijana Popović Mla�enović, “Living One�s Own 
Thought Experience with Music and Musicology � Interview with Mirjana Veselinović-
Hofman”, New Sound, 41, 2013, 5�25. Although in surveys of this kind it is ill-advised to 
single out individual contributions, the members of the Department are in full agreement 
that when it comes to the development of the Department of Musicology, the contribution of 
Mirjana Veselinović Hofman has been fundamental. She was the leader of every research 
project pursued at the Department, its chair for a number of years, its representative on the 
main committee of the ministry responsible for higher education, the initiator and editor of 
this journal, a committed and dedicated pedagogue who supervised a large number of dis-
sertations and a wide range of speciali�ations pursued by members of the Department (not 
only at the University of Arts in Belgrade). The standards she set in her work in research and 
scholarship constitute a model and professional obligation. That is why celebrating this jubi-
lee of the Department of Musicology was conceived as a sort of recognition of its most de-
serving member. That is likewise demonstrated by a massive collection of essays that the 
Department published to mark her 70th birthday. Cf. Sonja Marinković et al. (eds.), Essays in 
Honor of �rof. Dr. Mirjana Veselinovi�-Hofman/I�a�ovi savremene mu�ikologije. Eseji u 
�ast prof. dr Mirjane Veselinovi�-Hofman, Belgrade, FoM, 2018. 
17  Nade�da Mosusov (������� �������, 1928). Although Prof. Mosusov�s main institu-
tion where she was employed full time was the Institute of Musicology at the Serbian Acad-
emy of Sciences and Arts, her many years of teaching at the Department of Musicology left 
a deep mark.
18  Sonja Marinković (���� ����������, b. 1954).
19  Milan Damnjanović (����� ����������, 1924�1994).
20  Dragoslav Dević (��������� �����, 1925�2017).
21  Dimitrije Golemović (��������� ���������, b. 1954).
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(��������� ���������, 1979) for music folklore. There was a significant in-
crease in the number of students, which is compellingly demonstrated by the 
number of graduates: between the Department�s establishment and 1996 it pro-
duced 79 graduates, while a total of 218 students graduated from the Department 
of Musicology by 2017.

In the academic year of 1977/78 the musicology study programme was, due 
to its wide scope, extended to five years, with the final, fifth year dedicated to 
the study of 20th-century music, Yugoslav and international alike, with only two 
more subjects (�������� ��������� ������� / Metodika teorijske nastave � 
Methodology of Teaching Music Theory22 and �������� ���������� �� 
��������� / Istorija filo�ofije sa estetikom � History of Philosophy with Aes-
thetics), followed by another academic year for writing the final thesis. The 
curriculum comprised 54 two-semester courses, including the two core subjects, 
general music history (in all five years) and Yugoslav music history (in the final 
three years), with eight mandatory seminar papers in the core subjects. Also, the 
musicology study programme included a diversified curriculum in the domain 
of music theory (formal analysis, counterpoint, harmonic analysis), orchestra-
tion (with optional practice sessions in composition), practical music courses 
(piano, score reading, choir, solfège), as well as a group of subjects in the hu-
manities: aesthetics / history of philosophy / applied aesthetics, sociology of 
culture, psychology, pedagogy, and foreign language) and two more subjects � 
Introduction to National Defence and Marxism. The ensuing years saw an effort 
to reduce the number of courses in order to alleviate the students� burden and 
increase the efficiency of the programme, but the number of courses never went 
below 44 (that is, 88 one-semester courses). The demands concerning the final 
thesis in musicology were quite high (the required scope was around 100 to 
over 200 pages of text), often with a pronounced scholarly character, yielding 
an original contribution to the discussion of various issues in general and na-
tional music history. That this quality did not go unnoticed is affirmed by a col-
lection of six final theses, jointly published by the Faculty and the Composers� 
Association of Serbia.23 Research conducted by B.A. and M.A. students was 
selectively published in Serbia�s leading musicological journals at the time 

22  The subject�s contents revolved around methodology issues in the teaching of an array of 
subjects in secondary schools of music, including music history. Following the reform, the 
methodology courses underwent significant further development, and issues in the method-
ology of teaching music history are now taught in the master�s programme as a separate 
two-semester course.
23  These were the final theses of Marija Kovač (������ �����), Zorana Radić (�����a 
�����), Milica Gajić (������ �����), Sanja Grujić (���� ������), Sne�ana Nikolajević 
(������� �����������).
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(����/�vuk, ���� ���� / Novi �vuk, ������� ������ ������ �� ������� 
��������� � ������ / �bornik Matice srpske �a scenske umetnosti i mu�iku). 
However, changes were evident primarily in the Department�s efforts to encour-
age its students, right from the beginning, to engage in scholarly research, al-
lowing the Department to establish the nucleus of future research activities at 
the Faculty of Music. The Department of Musicology (up until 2005, when the 
new Higher Education Act was adopted) was the only one that applied scholarly 
criteria in the conferral of academic rank and made an intense effort to cultivate 
and develop research.

In order to secure the publication of outstanding seminar papers, essays, 
and reviews produced by its students, the Faculty established an academic jour-
nal run by students, ������ � ��� / Mu�ika i re� (Music and Letters� between 
1971 and 1979, 11 issues came out), for the most part edited by students of 
musicology and ethnomusicology. Works by young aspiring musicologists were 
also published in 4�/4F, a journal published by the University of Arts in Bel-
grade. Later, student papers were published in special-issue collections.

Two of those collections appeared in 1985: the first was titled ����� � 
������ / Barok i rokoko (Baroque and Rococo)� the second collection com-
prised essays on the work of Stevan Hristić (������ �������), marking the 
centenary of the composer�s birth. The third collection, from 1986, comprised a 
selection of essays on the compositional oeuvre of Petar Krstić. The fourth col-
lection appeared in 1988 to mark the Faculty�s centenary, bringing a selection 
of papers by first- and second-year students under the title of ������ � 
�������� � �������������� ������� / Mu�ika u anti�kim i srednjovekovnim 
epovima (Music in Ancient and Medieval Epics). Hosting the 15th symposium 
of the music academies of Yugoslavia in 1989, the Faculty published a collec-
tion of essays by students from across the country that had been presented at 
musicology, ethnomusicology, and music theory conferences in 1988. The next 
two collections were dedicated to the oeuvres of Kosta Manojlović (1990) and 
Stanislav Binički (1991).

To enable as many of its successful students as possible, upon graduating, 
to pursue further work and study in research and scholarship in master�s and 
doctoral studies and then independently, the Department established its Sound 
Archive, allowing for the preservation and scholarly treatment of sound materi-
als, autographs, and transcriptions by Yugoslav composers as well as a wealth 
of recorded materials for ethnomusicological research. The topics of graduate 
and doctoral studies in musicology and ethnomusicology at the Department 
have been part of research projects funded by the Ministry and headed by mem-
bers of the Department. The first two projects were titled ������ � ��������� 
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������ ��������� ������ / Ra�voj i ostvarenja srpske umetni�ke mu�ike (The 
Development and Achievements of Serbian Art Music) and ����� ���������� 
������� � ����� ������� ��������� ������ / Karta dijalekata mu�i�ke i orske 
narodne tradicije Srbije (Mapping the Dialects of Serbia�s Music and Oro Tra-
ditions). The Department has continually participated in research projects 
funded by the Ministry of Science� so far, it has completed the following proj-
ects: �������� � �������� ������ ������ / Istorija i estetika srpske mu�ike 
(The History and Aesthetics of Serbian Music, 1993�1996)� ������ ������� � 
��������� ������ / Srpska narodna i umetni�ka mu�ika (Serbian Folk and Art 
Music, 1997�2000)� ������ ������ � �������� ������� ������� / Srpska 
mu�ika i evropsko mu�i�ko nasle�e (Serbian Music and European Music Heri-
tage, 2001�2005)� ������� ��������� ������ ������ / Svetski hronotopi srp-
ske mu�ike (The World Chronotopes of Serbian Music, 2006�2010), 
���������� ������ ������ � �������� ��������� ��������� / Identiteti 
srpske mu�ike u svetskom kulturnom kontekstu (Identities of Serbian Music in 
the Global Cultural Context, 2011�2017). The support that the Ministry pro-
vided to these projects in primary research allowed for a rather rich production. 
The Department was able to publish individual and collective monographs, aca-
demic conference proceedings, the journal ���� ����/New Sound, collections 
of student papers, and master�s and doctoral theses by students of musicology. 
It organi�ed national and international conferences and symposia, visiting lec-
tures by renowned international scholars and professors, thus developing a 
strong platform for promoting its research results. 

Starting in 1987, the Department hosted biennial international symposia 
titled ������� � ������ ��������� ������������� / Folklor i njegova 
umetni�ka transpo�icija (Folklore and its Transposition in Art) and published 
conference proceedings under the same title (Vols. I�III) in 1987, 1989, and 
1991.

In April 1995 the symposium took place for the fourth time, as a national 
conference, and its proceedings were published under the title of ������ ���� 
����� / Mu�ika kro� misao (Music through Thought, 2002). The fifth sympo-
sium was held under the heading of ������� � ������ � ����/Folklore � Music 
� Work of Art and addressed two main topics: ������� � ������ ��������� 
������������� / Folklor i njegova umetni�ka transpo�icija (Folklore and its 
Transposition in Art) and ��������� � ��������� ���������� ���� / Iden-
titet i alteritet umetni�kog dela (Identity and Alterity of the Work of Art) and its 
proceedings were published in separate collections in Serbian and English. In 
1997 another conference took place under the title of ���������� � 
�����������/Exclusivity and Coexistence, featuring presentations by over 40 
participants from Serbia and abroad.
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The Department organi�ed two musicology conferences in collaboration 
with the Musicology and Ethnomusicology Section of the Composers� Associa-
tion of Serbia: ������ ��������� � ���������� � ��������� / Miloje Milojevi� 
� kompo�itor i mu�ikolog (Miloje Milojević � Composer and Musicologist) in 
1986 and ������� �������������� / Aspekti interpretacije (Aspects of Inter-
pretation) in 1988, both of which were then complemented by the publication of 
eponymous essay collections. In 2016, the Department co-organi�ed a sympo-
sium on the work of Pavle Stefanović (����� ����������) and its conference 
proceedings came out in 2017.

The 1990s

The 1990s saw the beginning of a new stage in the development of the Depart-
ment. It was marked by a significant increase in the number of teaching staff 
and fellows and the change of the Department�s name mentioned above (apply-
ing to both the odsek and the katedra) to the “Department of Musicology and 
Ethnomusicology”, a change that was not only formal in nature but that also, 
using the names of the disciplines, as is customary across the world, unequivo-
cally expressed the scholarly and research orientation of its study programmes. 
The Department (�������/katedra) of Music History admitted Dr. Tijana 
Popović Mla�enović (������ ������� ����������, 1989), Dr. Marija Mas-
nikosa (������ ���������, 1990), Dr. Vesna Mikić (Vesna Mikić, 1991), Dr. 
Dragana Stojanović Novičić (������� ���������� �������, 1992), Dr. Tat-
jana Marković (������� ��������, 1996�2012), Dr. Ivana Perković (����� 
��������, 1995), Dr. Dragana Jeremić Molnar (������� ������� ������, 
2004), Dr. Biljana Leković (������ �������, née ���������/Srećković, 
2008), and Dr. Ana Stefanović (��� ����������), who had been a member of 
the Faculty since 1991 but officially joined the Department of Musicology only 
in 2017, although she had already participated in teaching core subjects from an 
earlier point. Dr. Ivana Miladinović Prica (����� ����������� �����, 2008), 
Marina Marković (������ ��������, 2012), Dr. Ivana Petković (����� 
��������, 2012), Dr. Radoš Mitrović (����� ��������, 2014), and Stefan 
Cvetković (������ ���������, 2011) were also engaged as fellows, as well as 
a number of master�s and doctoral students (Valentina Radoman ���������� 
��������, Adriana Sabo �������� �����, Bojana Radovanović ������� 
������������, Neda Kolić ����� ������, and Milica Petrović ������� 
���������).

The body of subjects in the humanities included in the Department has 
been taught by the following professors and scholars: Applied Aesthetics and 
Art Theory � Dr. Dušan Pajin (����� �����, 1990�1996), Dr. Miodrag 
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Šuvaković (������� ���������, 1996�2015), and Dr. Sanela Nikolić (������ 
�������, from 2012). Psychology and Pedagogy were taught by Dr. Zoran 
Jovanović (����� ���������, 1950�1956), Dr. Sveto�ar Rančić (�������� 
������, 1951�1952), Dr. Ksenija Radoš (������� �����, 1974�2005), Dr. 
Vlastimir Miljković (��������� ��������, 1975�1976), Dr. Tijana 
Kosanović (������ ���������, 1977�78), and Dr. Blanka Bogunović (������ 
���������, from 2006). The history of art has been taught by Dr. Stanislava 
Kolarić (���������� �������, 1948�1949), Vlado Ma�arić (����� �������, 
1950�1959 and 1962�1963), Dr. Pavle Vasić (����� �����, 1964�1976), 
Branka Pecarski (������ ��������, 1978�1979), Živko Brković (����� 
�������, 1980�83), Hristina Lisičić (�������� �������, 1984�86), Dr. Slo-
bodan Mijušković (�������� ����������, 1986�1990), Dr. Jasmina Čubrilo 
(������� �������, 2002�2013), and Dr. Nikola Dedić (������ �����, since 
2014). Introduction to Social Studies and Sociology of Art has been taught by 
Dr. Ana Jurić-Žilić (��� �����-�����, 1960), Dr. Miloš Samard�ija (����� 
���������, 1960�1962), Dr. Milan Ranković (����� ��������, 1964�1973), 
Dr. Smiljan La�in (������ �����, 1974�87), and Rada Dre�gić (���� 
�������, since 2008)� English has been taught by Zorica Despić (������ 
������, 1974�1976), Dr. Ileana Čura (������ ����, 1977�1979), Višnja 
Ćorović (����� �������, 1979�1990), Milena Erdeljan (������ �������, 
1980�1981), Milijana Grkajac, M.A. (�������� �������, since 1993), and 
Jelena Spremić (������ �������, since 2008)� German has been taught by 
Rade Pavićević (���� ���������, 1950�1955) and Zorana Ko�omarić (������ 
���������, since 1993).

The programme and titles of the core subjects in the musicology curricu-
lum underwent further major changes in 1994 as a consequence of the break-up 
of Yugoslavia. Topics that had been studied under the heading of Yugoslav 
Music History were transferred, albeit in a significantly condensed form, to 
General Music History, while Yugoslav Music History was itself replaced by 
National Music History. The core subjects saw the formation of individual 
courses for studying the traits of individual styles and epochs and there was in-
creased speciali�ation of individual professors for specific areas, as is custom-
ary in the teaching of art history. Efforts were still made to further alleviate the 
students� burden, which was still quite heavy, with five years of study and an 
additional year for the final thesis.
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The�O�ening�Decades�of�the�Ne��Millennium

Further increasing the efficiency (if not the quality) of studying musicology was 
likewise the purpose of the Bologna reform, for which the ground was set with 
the Higher Education Act of 2005. All university-level programmes of study 
were transformed so as to include two cycles with three levels of studies: bach-
elor’s (undergraduate academic studies), master’s, and doctoral, amounting to 
300 (B.A. + M.A.) + 180 (Ph.D.) ECTS credits. At the Faculty of Music, all 
study programmes acquired the same structure, with the first cycle comprising 
240 + 60 and the second 180 ECTS credits. Also, the Faculty used this opportu-
nity to organi�e specialist studies as well (60 ECTS credits following a master�s 
degree, as part of the second level), but at the Department of Musicology this 
type of speciali�ation was deemed unnecessary. However, members of the De-
partment�s teaching staff contribute to this type of training by participating in 
specialist artistic programmes where they teach most of the academic courses in 
general education and conduct the courses in methodology.

The process of implementing the Bologna principles is lengthy and unre-
mitting. It entailed the modulari�ation of the courses and implementation of the 
European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS). All subjects were 
transformed into one-semester modules with the final examination at the end of 
every semester. The core group of subjects in the first two years of the pro-
gramme were allocated 24 ECTS credits, while the same group of courses car-
ries a total of 80 credits in the third and fourth year (40 credits in each year). 
Just how fundamental these changes were may be shown by comparing the cur-
rent curriculum structure with the structure as it was before the reform. Back 
then, the programme, in five academic years, comprised 46 two-semester 
courses, including 54 one-semester courses in the core subjects � general music 
history and national music history. Following the implementation of the reform, 
the musicology study programme became simpler. The final thesis is now part 
of the programme�s fifth year, there are (only) 30 courses in the core subjects 
(with mandatory seminar papers), with a proportionate decrease in the number 
of courses in the remaining subjects as well, although the conception of the pro-
gramme and its disciplines have all been retained. The number of students has 
grown (the programme is accredited for ten students in the first two levels and 
another four in the doctoral programme). The first generation of students admit-
ted into the newly accredited, reformed programme matriculated in the aca-
demic year of 2008/9. The second accreditation cycle saw certain changes, the 
most essential of which concerned “amalgamating” the courses, because in the 
humanities (and the University of Arts as a whole) fragmentation did not yield 
positive results.
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After the 1990s, the Department intensified its research and publishing ac-
tivities. The Department�s traditional international symposia, following a hiatus 
of several years, were resumed, regularly alternating between round-tables and 
national-level conferences, which are as significant because they address impor-
tant issues in Serbian music history. Every symposium has been complemented 
by the publication of its conference proceedings, whether bilingual or entirely in 
English: ������ � ������/Music and Media (2004), �usic � Networking 
(2006), Musical Culture � Memory (2008), (Auto�Biography as Musicological 
Discourse (2010), Between Nostalgia, Utopia, and Realities (2012), Identities: 
The World of Music in Relation to Itself (2012), Music Identities on �aper and 
Screen (2014), MUSIC/IMAGE: Transpositions, Translations, Transforma-
tions� (2018). Nationally significant essay collections published by the Depart-
ment since the 1990s include ����� �� ������ �� ��������� ����� / Opera 
od obreda do umetni�ke forme (Opera, from Ritual to an Art Form, 1999), 
������ ���� ����� / Mu�ika kro� misao (Music through Thought, 2002), ����� 
� ������ � � ���� ���������� ������ / �ovek i mu�ika � u �ast Dragoslava 
Devi�a (Man and Music � In Honour of Dragoslav Dević, 2003), ����������� 
� ��������������� ���������� (������ �� ����� �������� 2003� / 
Mu�ikolo�ke i etnomu�ikolo�ke refleksije (radovi sa skupa odr�anog 2003� (Mu-
sicological and Ethnomusicological Reflexions (works presented at the 2003 
symposium, 2006), �������� � ��������� ������ � � ���� �������� ������� 
/ Istorija i misterija mu�ike � u �ast Roksande �ejovi� (The History and Mystery 
of Music � In Honour of Roksanda Pejović, 2006), �������� �� ��� / Mokran-
jcu na dar (An Offering to Mokranjac, 2006), Allegretto giocoso � ����������� 
���� �������� ������ / Allegretto giocoso � stvarala�ki opus Mihovila Logara 
(Allegretto giocoso � The Creative Oeuvre of Mihovil Logar, 2008), �������� 
����������� ��������������� �������� � �������� ������������� / 
Tematski potencijali leksikografskih jedinica o mu�i�kim institucijama (The 
Thematic Potentials of Lexicographic Units on Musical Institutions, 2009).

Also, the Department has completed a major project, �������� ������ 
������: ������ ������ � �������� ������� ������� / Istorija srpske mu�ike: 
srpska mu�ika i evropsko mu�i�ko nasle�e (History of Serbian Music: Serbian 
Music and European Musical Heritage, 2008), a large-scale (785 pages), prob-
lem-based survey of various issues in the history of Serbian music and styles, 
the development of its genres and institutions. The Department also published 
this journal, the New Sound/���� ���� international journal of music in English 
(paper) and Serbian (online).

Also, the Department continued publishing its students� seminar papers and 
final theses. Selections of these were published in the collections titled �� 
������� �� ���� ����� / Od �latona do D�ona �orna (From Plato to John 
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Zorn, 2008), ������ � ���� ������ / Likovi i lica mu�ike (Faces and Characters 
of Music, 2010), ����������� ����������� 1 � 2 / Mu�ikolo�ke perspektive 1 
i 2 (Musicological Perspectives 1 � 2, 2012), two electronic collections pub-
lished online (������� ���������� � �������� �����������: ����� ��� ��-
�������� ������� / Mu�i�ki identiteti i evropska perspektiva: inter dis  ciplinarni 
pristup (Musical Identities and the European Perspective: An Interdisciplinary 
Approach) and ������� / �bornik (Essay Collection), both resulting from the 
eponymous project/module implemented from 2014 to 2017 at the Musicology 
Department of the Faculty of Music in Belgrade under the leadership of Prof. 
Mirjana Veselinović Hofman and supported by the European Union�s Jean 
Monnet Programme and the Ministry of Culture and Information of the Repub-
lic of Serbia� in 2017, the project was continued under the leadership of Dr. 
Marija Masnikosa). The Department also published a series of final/master�s 
theses, by Ivana Petković, Igor Radeta (���� ������), Nataša Turnić �or�ić 
(������ ������ ������), Biljana Srećković, Ivana Miladinović Prica, and 
Smiljka Milosavljević (������ ������������). To mark its jubilee, the De-
partment sponsored the electronic publication of additional, newer works in two 
editions: Wunderkammer/Soba �udesa and Their Masters� Voice.

The members of the Department of Musicology at the Faculty of Music in 
Belgrade seek to cultivate a diversified and rich scholarly activity and work 
hard to promote Serbian music scholarship both in Serbia and abroad. That their 
efforts have not gone unnoticed is perhaps best affirmed by the high level of the 
Department�s biennial international symposia, which regularly attract scholars 
from all over the world, as well as its productive international collaboration 
pursued as part of its Erasmus+ projects.
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Summary

The article sheds light on the activities of the Department of Musicology at the Faculty of 
Music in Belgrade on its jubilee � the 70th anniversary of its founding. The aim is to high-
light the changes that have, over the years, shaped its conception of studying musicology 
and introduce its teaching staff and their activities in scholarship and pedagogy. The De-
partment�s development is surveyed in four stages. The first stage took place from the 
establishment of the Department until the early 1970s� the second stage was marked by a 
sharp turn in its teaching programme concerning national music, which occurred follow-
ing the breakup of Yugoslavia (beginning in 1994)� the third stage was marked by the 
onset of the implementation of the Bologna reform (2008)� finally, the fourth stage began 
with structural changes in the organi�ation of the Department whereby other disciplines 
in the humanities were formally excluded from it (2016). The text highlights the most 
significant changes in the Department�s teaching plans and musicology study programmes, 
with a special focus on its activities in publishing.


